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INBOUND MARKETING:
SHAKE NEW HANDS USING THE INTERNET

As most well know, the world at large in in a constant flux of change. For manufacturing 
companies, this is also a truth. The flux of change need not be one that is worrisome or 
confusing. With a few key tools, such as this guide, the internet can be utilized for any 
company, large or small, in ways that will help your business to flourish like never before.

Many hesitate when considering the internet’s potential, thinking it for new, strictly online 
businesses, not something they’d consider for well established firms. To the contrary, even 
the well established, with household names firmly set in place can benefit nicely from an 
online presence. This guide can be a boon to all manufacturing companies, no matter the 
size or longevity in:

 Increasing online traffic for your business via better visibility and presence
 Improving quote requests and lead conversions, garnering more sales team 
 opportunities
 Utilizing marketing budgets for said lead conversions for optimal advertising
 Tracking business ROI through improved marketing metrics
 Initiate lead data to differentiate business data searches from sales qualifications



UNDERSTANDING INBOUND MARKETING

In order to grasp the full potential of inbound marketing, one needs to understand what 
it is and what it can do. Simply put, inbound marketing is the erudition of generating 
additional leads to a website and imparting to them relevant content of value, thereby 
initiating a business to customer relationship.



TOOLS OF INBOUND MARKETING

These tools are utilized via publishing, promoting and optimization. These are the basics 
in gaining an online presence.

Blogging CMS
(Content Management System)

SEO 
(Search Engine Optimization)

Social Media Web Analytics



EASY INFORMATION TO CREATE LEADS 

CTA’s and Offers Initiate Email Campaigns Landing Pages

Lead Intelligence Lead Management Web Analytics

These specifics are utilized through testing, targeting and nurturing.

Normally, outbound marketing has relied upon television, radio, direct mail, cold calling, 
trade shows and printed advertising to relay a message to target audiences, from which, a 
sparse few were ready to participate.

Today’s strategies rely upon the internet for potential prospects to actively search for and 
eventually, find you.



A LOOK AT THE PERCENTAGES

 In making purchasing decisions, a staggering 93% of B2B buyers are utilizing 
 online searches and search engines whereas more and more traditional methods 
 are falling by the wayside.

 Of all the leads created in 2013, 34% were derived from inbound marketing which 
 was a leap of 54% from traditional sources.

 Also in 2013, 34% of marketing budgets were allocated to inbound transitions, 
 an 11% increase over what they put forth in traditional marketing.

 17% of marketers have stated that in the past six to twelve months, they have noticed 
 the lessening of importance of traditional advertising.

Many would question why. Why the change? What are the true differences and how can 
they benefit my business?



FORGING NEW METHODS
AND TRADITIONS

With many people changing how they view and listen to media content, most are opting 
for commercial free via online streaming, television on demand and podcasted or satellite
radio. They avoid the commercialism of advertising entirely.

Via social media, customers are enabling themselves with knowledge on industry news 
and reviews, trends and technology. They communicate with friends and family and 
compare notes with others about what they learn. They connect with professionals within 
industries and learn even more about the products and services that they seek. 

Many B2B manufacturing businesses are still not completely on board with social media 
or online content, thinking it a place only for lighthearted videos or family and friend 
connections only. What they are omitting from their equation is that 84% of all B2B 
manufacturers use social media sites and with half the users of such sites ranging in 
age from 35 to 64, a company’s visibility and information is actually meeting its targeted 
demographic nearly effortlessly.



OPTIMIZING MEDIA FOR SALES

With the aforementioned social media becoming the norm, many are still concerned 
about whether or not it can be used seriously for marketing purposes because it is not as 
direct as they are accustomed to. Yet using social media can:
 Increase brand recognition
 Increase brand credibility
 Use indexed posts to improve SEO
 Engage buyers

B2B marketers are learning that:
 77% have created a buyer through LinkedIn
 43% have generated customers through Facebook
 40% have built new customer connections through Twitter



MYTH OF “JUST THE FACTS MA’AM”

Contrary to what most manufacturing businesses believe, your consumer base is not 
comfortable with only dry statistics and specs. Many specialty manufacturers are so 
intent on product detail that they forget to include the customer into the fold. What of 
the problem your product solves for your customer? Are there any ways to improve 
communication so that you can foresee their needs before they become said problem? 
Are there ways in which your product can be improved? Are there any other customer 
concerns that need addressing?

61% of leads sent to sales are done so because of lack of communication. The 
basics are there but consumer questions have yet to be answered. Not all items are 
checked off the proverbial list, so to speak, which leads to only 27% of those leads 
actually reaching the desired end result. With more of a focus on your prospective 
customer, communicating and nurturing a consumer relationship, paying attention to their 
challenges and how you can address them, you can turn many more simple leads into 
productive sales.



BUT WHAT IF WE CAN’T BLOG?

A few of the main reasons behind some businesses believing they can’t create the number 
of leads that they desire is because they believe they need more staff to handle that 
specifically or they cite budget and time restraint concerns. These are but slight bumps in 
the road to success with the internet and can be overcome with ease. As a matter of fact, 
56% of B2B marketers today are generating exclusive in house content, an amazing 
upsurge of 18% since 2011.

If a business is still a bit on the uncertain side about creating their own, in house content, or 
if budget concerns are the hindrance, there are other ways to garner the same end results. 
Outsourcing to a professional social media consultant is often times more prudent than 
hiring an employee specifically for the duties at hand. A consultant can create content, 
develop point-by-point strategies for said content, initialize SEO optimization and still keep 
within both a comfortable budget and time frame.

With a 61% lower margin of cost over outbound leads, inbound marketers should come 
to realize the importance of blogging for their businesses. Facts don’t lie and the facts are 
that blogging B2B marketers generate 67% more leads than those who do not.



CASE STUDY: FISHER TANK

The popularity of inbound marketing is walking a slow road with many manufacturers but 
there is one company that stands out in its ability to jump aboard the wave of the future 
and grasp hold of major success.

For more than 65 years, Fisher Tank Company has been serving the above ground storage 
tank industry. With locations in Pennsylvania, Alabama and South Carolina, it is a leading 
full service welded steel tank constructor and fabricator, servicing a myriad of industries 
including biodiesel & ethanol, industrial, pulp & paper, municipal, fire protection and 
much more.

Prior to inbound marketing, Fisher Tank had no social media presence at all. There were 
no opportunities to engage in conversation with their clients. Their web page, although 
informative, failed to highlight prospect challenges and appeared out of date. 



CASE STUDY: FISHER TANK CONT’D

Fisher Tank hired social media experts and the 
makeover began. A new, up to date website 
design with heightened navigation tools 
brightened the overall look of the company’s 
online presence. A blog with social media 
integration was added alongside testimonials to 
add elements of becoming inbound ready.

In only 12 short weeks, Fisher Tank was seeing 
very positive results. With the assistance of their 
new inbound marketing efforts, $3.4 million in 
qualified, new sales opportunities were added 
to their pipeline.



THE METHODOLOGY OF
INBOUND MARKETING

The following points are the results of effective inbound programming:
 To garner a higher quota of quality traffic
 To convert visitors to your site into leads
 To bloom said leads into relationships with trust
 To close sales by paying attention to a ready to buy behavior
 To optimize sales tunnels by analyzing online activities



GARNERING TRAFFIC

With a focus on content, content 
distribution, promotion and keywords, 
inbound marketing strategies gain visibility 
in search engines to attract traffic.

 SEO or Search Engine Optimization
 Social Media
 Blogging



USING SEO TO GAIN TRAFFIC

Your site must be optimized in order for the 
93% of B2B buyers who start their buying 
process using online searches to find you 
online. A host of circumstances can affect your 
search ranking. Keywords, content, the count of 
pages indexed, a plethora of things.

To assist the improvement of your efforts in 
SEO, try these helpful ideas:
 Use pertinent keywords often, from your 
 title page to your content and descriptions
 Make your content sharable to better 
 encourage link building
 Use blogging and other forms of social 
 media to built your indexed pages up



BLOGGING FOR TRAFFIC FLOW

One of the best tools an inbound marketer can 
use is the blog. With original content shared 
across the internet and increasing visibility, 
blogs built interest through building links and 
are a terrific way to establish and maintain 
credibility.

Some interesting facts about blogging:
 Blogs are read 3 times more often than 
 personal emails in the US
 Of the companies who have blogs, 57% 
 have gained a customer from it
 Businesses with 401-1000 indexed pages 
 garner 6 times more leads than those 
 with only 51-100pages indexed
 Blogging companies average 97% more 
 inbound leads than those who do not



SOCIALLY ATTRACTING TRAFFIC WITH 
SOCIAL MEDIA

We live in an era of social media. There are 
only a scant few who are not either aware of it 
or actively participating in it. Those who believe 
it to be a passing fad or not good for business 
are woefully wrong as it is a very beneficial 
tool. Although there are many different types 
of social media, some are a tad better for 
business than others.



SOCIALLY ATTRACTING TRAFFIC WITH 
SOCIAL MEDIA

YouTube
Surprisingly, YouTube can be an excellently effective tool for those 
in the manufacturing industry. Introducing new technologies, 
virtual walk through tours of one’s business establishment, 
consumer testimonials, demonstrating different product lines and 
comparisons of old vs new lines of product are all productive ways 
to utilize YouTube’s potential in garnering fresh leads.

Twitter
With its short and sweet way of communicating, Twitter is definitely 
one of the best ways to get your messages across to a mass 
audience of potential leads. Due to how quickly and often Twitter 
posts appear, manufacturers can easily share original content as 
well as third party content with relevance to your information. 
Tweets come fast and often and are read and retweeted to others 
with steady regularity. 



SOCIALLY ATTRACTING TRAFFIC WITH 
SOCIAL MEDIA

LinkedIn
Most popular with B2B marketers for maximizing ROI, LinkedIn is 
designed for business people to interconnect with one another. 
With half the users on LinkedIn being company decision makers, 
it’s a good idea to share original content on your LinkedIn page 
and become active in the discussions therein.

Google+
Climbing up the social media ladder at the moment is Google+. It 
hasn’t gotten to the point of the other media sites yet but it is on 
it’s way. Google+ indexes your posts on your website and every 
link shared is deemed a “Do Follow”. For excellent SEO power, 
sharing content on Google+ is a must.



SOCIALLY ATTRACTING TRAFFIC WITH 
SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook
With over 1 billion users worldwide, Facebook is at the pinnacle 
of social media. Although it is not as conducive to businesses as 
it is to individuals, Facebook still has many merits. A simple link 
to a company blog through Facebook is incredibly productive, 
especially if a company posts original content videos or landing 
pages as well. Being at the top of the social media ladder though, 
do remember to engage in question and answer sessions if asked 
and also remember to post a few lighthearted items to keep your 
company looking fresh and fun.



CONVERTING YOUR TRAFFIC
WHILE NURTURING IT

Well, now that you’ve gotten visitors to see your site, it’s time to begin CTA or calls to 
action. These are enacted to convince them to click their way through to your landing 
page where the offers of content for contact information can be exchanged.

Once their contact information has been procured, you’ll be able to send them content 
via emails with CTA for ebooks, case studies that might interest them, tip sheets and more. 
As time progresses and your leads become comfortable with downloading more content, 
their trust in your company will blossom and that trust will encourage them to become 
customers.

This is the nurturing process. These are but a few statistics on lead nurturing:
 50% more sales ready leads at a 33% lower cost are garnered by companies that
 excel at lead nurturing
 On average, nurtured leads produce a 20% increase in opportunities for sales 
 over nonnurtured leads
 47% larger overall purchases are gained by nurtured vs nonnurtured leads



CONCLUDING A SALE

Nurturing your leads makes for much easier sales conclusion. Your base has now invested 
trust in you, the potential vendor and you have keenly been made aware of their interests 
in content and their desire to buy.

Automated marketing software, such as HubSpot, make lead nurturing even more easy 
and productive. Based upon patterns of behavior as well as subject matter interests, 
nurturing campaigns introduce new content to leads. Scoring analytics and observations 
come together when a lead is ready for conclusion.



GAINING TRAFFIC AND ACTIVITY STUDIES

Identifying key performance indicators or KPI, is of utmost importance to the success of
any inbound marketing program. KPIs are to be viewed as the engineers of premier
business performance. Looking for new ways to test elements of your marketing mix can
improve your overall approach.



GAINING TRAFFIC AND ACTIVITY STUDIES

5 invaluable KPIs to keep in mind are:
 New Business via Inbound Activity This is the simplest KPI. Site visitors filling out 
 contact information on your landing page are able to be tracked on your website as a 
 contact. This information remains up to and even after a sale is concluded.

 MQLs or Marketing Qualified Leads Regardless of intent to buy, a lead that 
 quells the dimensions of industry, size, geography and spending power is a MQL.

 SQL’ or Sales Qualified Leads Based upon behavior points such as visits to your 
 site or number of downloads, SQLs are MQLs that have the glow of “purchase”.

 CAC or Inbound Customer Acquisition Cost The understanding of decision 
 making in regards to who one should spend effort upon in order to gain their 
 business and who to simply target and pursue.

 FVC or Future Value of a Customer When measuring the expected value of your 
 customers over the lifetime of your products or services, the metric utilized is FVC.
 Once information is gained, a business can create a FVC to CAC ratio and determine 
 whether or not programs in action are creating desired results.



21 Handshake can help you leverage the power of inbound marketing –
the kind of power that turns your sales funnel into an opportunity magnet,

with the best prospects powerless to resist.

Give us a call: 517.899.0123
or email us at isaac@21handshake.com
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